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ABSTRACT

JAMIN AHN

ABLATION OF DORSOMEDIAL STRIATUM PATCH COMPARTMENT RESULTS IN
MODIFICATION TO REWARD-DRIVEN BEHAVIORS IN RATS

Under the direction of: KRISTEN ASHLEY HORNER, PhD

The striatum is a neural structure that plays a critical role in cognitive functions, behavioral

decision-making, and reward generation. The striatum exhibits a heterogeneous composition,

containing neurons belonging to the patch compartment—which is thought to be involved in

habitual reward-related behaviors—surrounded by neurons belonging to the matrix

compartment—which is thought to be involved in adaptive motor control. Additionally, the

striatum is further subdivided into the dorsolateral striatum (DLS) and the dorsomedial striatum

(DMS), each with their own patch and matrix compartments. The DMS has been associated with

goal-oriented behavior seen during the initial stages of addiction. Conversely, the DLS has been

associated with habitual behaviors seen during late-stage addictive behaviors that are inflexible.

It is thought that drug addiction is initially mediated by the DMS before DLS activity becomes

predominant. Previously, it has been shown that the patch compartment of the DLS is necessary

for development of habitual behavior, but the role of the patch compartment of the DMS is less

clear.

Our study intends to demonstrate that selective ablation of DMS patch compartment

neurons results in a significant impact on the initial development of reward-driven behaviors

during the early stages of drug seeking behavior. Since patch compartment neurons express a

high level of mu-opioid receptors compared to the surrounding matrix, we used dermorphin-



x

saporin to target patch compartment neurons in the DMS and DLS for ablation. Following

infusion in the DMS or DLS with dermorphin-saporin or vehicle-only infusions, rats were

trained to self-administer cocaine on a progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement, starting with

fixed ratio of 1 and ending with a fixed ratio of 5.

Ablation of the patch compartment of the DMS resulted in an increase in early-stage

lever pressing, suggesting that the DMS patch compartment contributes to reward-driven

behaviors in a way that offers support for the parallel model of DLS/DMS activity. Future

studies may investigate the relationship between DMS and DLS patch/matrix compartments

through measuring or inducing activity in the DMS patch while the animal undergoes behavioral

training. Methods for such a study may include optogenetics, Designer Receptors Exclusively

Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADDs), or microelectrode arrays.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Public Healthcare Implications of Psychostimulant Abuse

The abuse of psychostimulants, such as cocaine and methamphetamine, remains an

ongoing challenge in today’s healthcare environment. A recent study estimated that in 2017, out

of an estimated total 13.2 billion dollars spent for in-hospital costs to treat substance abuse

disorders in the United States, stimulant use accounts for nearly 11% of this number and had the

second-highest primary emergency room and primary in-patient cost per encounter out of all

considered substance types, surpassed only by alcohol (Peterson et al. 2021). The United States

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that use of cocaine is involved in

approximately 1 in 5 overdose-related deaths in 2019, and over 5 million Americans, almost 2%

of the total population, reported cocaine use in 2020 (Substance Abuse and Mental Health

Services Administration 2020). In 2015, cocaine was responsible for a hospitalization rate of 5.8

per 100,000 population, a number that was second only to opioids (Center for Disease Control

and Prevention 2018).

A hallmark of psychostimulant abuse is the formation of repetitive, inflexible behaviors

that supersede normal adaptive behaviors. This process is known as stereotypy, or stereotyped

behaviors. In particular, the development of stereotypy has long been associated with the use of

psychostimulants such as methamphetamine or cocaine in animal models (Canales and Graybiel

2000; Horner et al. 2010).
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Understanding the underlying mechanisms of psychostimulant abuse, including the

drugs’ actions upon the brain and the development of inflexible behaviors commonly associated

with addiction is a key step towards the development of more effective treatment strategies for

those affected by psychostimulant abuse.

The Anatomy of the Striatum

The striatum is a neural structure that makes up part of the basal ganglia of the brain. It is

thought to be involved in motor control, limbic input, behavioral learning, and stimulus response

(Yin and Knowlton 2006).

The striatum exhibits a heterogeneous composition (see Figure 1), containing neurons

belonging to the patch (A.K.A., striosome) compartments—which is thought to be involved in

internal stimuli and habitual reward-related behaviors—surrounded by neurons belonging to the

matrix compartment—which is thought to be involved in adaptive motor control. The neurons of

these compartments are distinct from one another, with notable differences in both biochemistry

(Tokuno et al 2002) and functional circuitry (Canales and Graybiel 2000). For instance, the patch

compartment is rich in neurons that express mu-opioid receptors, while the matrix is not (Tokuno

et al 2002).
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Figure 1. Patch and matrix immunohistochemistry.

Adapted (with permission) from Horner et al., unpublished. c-fos staining (dark particulates)
represents neuronal activation. Calbindin staining (dark background) represents matrix, while

lightly stained areas represent patches.

Imbalances between patch and matrix activity are correlated to a number of neurological

pathologies, including movement disorders, drug addiction, ADHD, Parkinson’s disease,

Huntington’s disease, and depression (Crittenden and Graybiel, 2011). It has previously been

shown that ablation of patch neurons results in reduction of psychostimulant-induced stereopythy

(Murray et al, 2014). These findings lend credence to the notion of conceptually separating the

roles and functions of the patch and matrix while investigating the striatum.
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Additionally, the striatum can be further subdivided into the dorsomedial striatum (DMS)

and the dorsolateral striatum (DLS) (See Figure 2). The DMS has been associated with goal-

oriented behavior seen during the initial stages of addiction. These behaviors are thought to be

arise from limbic, or internally-driven and emotional stimuli (Yin and Knowlton 2006; Murray et

al. 2014). Conversely, the DLS has been associated with habitual behaviors seen during late-

stage addictive behaviors that are inflexible. In contrast, these DLS-associated behaviors are

thought to be driven by sensorimotor input, with less basis in outcome-based orientation (Yin

and Knowlton 2006; Murray et al. 2014).

Figure 2. DLS vs DMS.

Original image. The anatomy of the rodent striatum, with emphasis to distinguish the
dorsolateral striatum and the dorsomedial striatum.
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It is thought that during the process of behavioral learning, the dorsomedial striatum’s

activity initially predominates in the early stages, before a changeover occurs that results in the

dorsolateral striatum’s activity becoming predominant in the later stages of learning (Balleine,

Liljeholm, and Ostlund 2009; Bergstrom et al. 2018). This correlates to the notion that early-

stage learning is goal-oriented and adaptive (involving the DMS), while later-stage learning is

habitual and repetitive (involving the DLS). There are two competing models for the DMS-to-

DLS changeover: the Sequential model and the Parallel model (see Figure 3). The Sequential

model postulates that the only the DMS is significantly active during early-stage behavioral

learning, and as the switch to late-stage learning occurs, the DMS becomes inactive and only the

DLS becomes significantly active. The Parallel model postulates that the DMS and the DLS are

active in both early and late stages, but the relative increase in the degree of activation of the

DMS is outpaced by the relative increase in the degree of activation of the DLS, as learning

progresses to the late stage.
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Figure 3. Sequential vs Parallel models of learning.

Original image. In the Sequential model, early-stage learning is marked by DMS activity only,
and following the switch to late-stage learning the DMS becomes inactive while the DLS

becomes active. In the Parallel model, both the DMS and the DLS are active to different degrees
at all stages of the learning process, but during the switch to late-stage learning, the increase in

DLS activation outpaces that of the DMS.

Previously, it has been shown that the patch compartment of the DLS is necessary for

development of habitual behavior (Murray et al. 2014), but the role of the patch compartment of

the DMS is less clear.
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There have been studies that demonstrate the role of the DMS as a whole during

outcome-based behavioral learning (Yin et al. 2005), but not as much investigation has made the

distinction between the DMS patch compartment and the DMS matrix compartment. As stated

previously, the patch and matrix compartment exhibit distinct biochemistries and roles, so

becomes necessary to study the DMS’s patch compartment in insolation from its matrix

counterpart.

Study Goals and Design

Our study intends to demonstrate that selective ablation of DMS patch compartment

neurons results in a significant impact on the initial development of reward-driven behaviors

during the early stages of drug seeking behavior. This would be in line with both the established

model of the patch/matrix relationship and the established model of the DMS/DLS relationship.

Initially, our hypothesis was that ablation of the patch compartment (thought to be involved in

habitual behaviors) of the DMS (thought to be involved in early-stage learning) would result in a

decrease in early-stage inflexible behaviors.

To facilitate this study, we make use of intracranial infusions of dermorphin-saporin

(DERM-SAP). Saporin is a cytotoxin that works via ribosomal inactivation, leading to disruption

of protein synthesis and cell death. In order to facilitate uptake into patch cells, saporin is

conjugated to dermorphin, an agonist of the mu-opioid receptor, which is richly expressed in

patch neurons and not significantly expressed in matrix neurons. Unconguated saporin is not

taken up by neurons, which means DERM-SAP infusions will reliably ablate only the patch

compartment (Tokuno et al 2002).
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The use of rodents is well-established as a model for drug-seeking behavior (Murray et al

2014) and for discerning striatum anatomy (Yin and Knowlton 2006). For our study, we chose to

use Sprague-Dawley rats for their calm temperament, convenient size, and well-regarded

performance in behavioral testing.

Our study consists of three major elements: DERM-SAP infusions, measurement of

habitual behaviors, and immunohistological confirmation of the postulated biochemical changes

in the brain.

DERM-SAP infusions were carried out on stereotaxically immobilized rats. We used

well-established coordinates in relation to the cranial landmark, bregma, to target our infusions

in either the dorsomedial or the dorsolateral striatum. DERM-SAP infusions have a documented

history of reliably performing selective patch ablations in these kinds of studies. (Tokuno et al

2002; Murray et al 2014)

To measure the formation of inflexible behaviors, we trained the animals to lever-press

for a dose of cocaine, a powerful reward-generating psychostimulant. The test chambers we

utilized are typical of behavioral rodent studies in this field, and are fitted with retractable test

levers, drug delivery pumps and tubing, troughs for food pellet reward, and sound and light cues

that indicate the availability of reward. All lever presses and number of dispensed rewards for

each training session are recorded. The primary concept of this experimental design is to

ascertain if the reward-associated cues (sound and light) alone are enough to generate habitual

and fixed reward-seeking behavior (lever-pressing) in the rats, despite the lack of an immediate

dispensed reward. To that end, a ramping fixed ratio (FR) schedule is used, which gradually

increases the number of lever presses required to dispense one instance of reward.
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The last major portion of our study deals with immunohistochemical confirmation of the

postulated biochemical changes in the brain. We sacrifice the animals and harvest brain tissue

immediately after behavioral training concludes in order to preserve as much experimentally-

induced changes in protein expression as possible. Our two antibody primary stains are for the

mu-opioid receptor and for c-fos.

Mu-opioid receptors are expressed by patch cells but not by matrix cells, allowing us to

ensure that the DERM-SAP infusions successfully reduced the number of patches in treated

animals (See Figure 4).

Figure 4. Patch Compartment ablation via DERM-SAP.

Original Image. A vehicle-only infusion leaves mu-staining patches present along with the subcallosal
streak below the corpus callosum. After DERM-SAP infusion, there are no longer any coherent mu-

staining in the striatum, indicating ablation of patch cells.

Finally, we use c-fos staining as a measure for neuronal activation (see Figure 1). c-fos is

a proto-onco gene that in some neurons serves as an immediate-early gene after the neuron

experiences depolarization. Immunohistological staining for the c-fos protein has been
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recognized as a method to assess neuronal stimulation and activation (Herrera and Robertson

1996; Flavell and Greenberg 2008). We investigate whether or not DERM-SAP ablations of the

DMS patch compartment will have an impact on the activation of neurons not only in the

striatum itself, but also in the pre-limbic cortex (PLC) neurons thought to be downstream of the

ablated striatum patch cells.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

Animal Model

Each experimental group (total of 8 groups) consisted of eight male Sprague-Dawley rats

sourced from Charles River Laboratories. Rats were allowed to habituate with free access to food

(ENVIGO Teklad 2014 14% Protein Rodent Diet or 2018 18% Protein Diet) in home cages for at

least seven days. After all members of each group met or exceeded the target body weight of

250g, they were placed under food restriction of 10g per rat per day until the end of the study.

Rats received daily inspections for body weight measurements and care of post-surgical wounds.

Following jugular catheterization, each rat received a flush of 0.2 ml heparinized saline (30

units/ml) through their catheter during weighing and again following behavioral training, if they

received training that day.

Intracranial Infusions

A stereotaxic apparatus was used to immobilize the animals during the infusion

procedure. Animals were anesthetized with isofluorine gas. For infusions made to the DMS,

bilateral holes were drilled into the skull at +1 mm anterior and +/-1.8 mm lateral to bregma,

facilitating the entry of two 31-gauge needles placed at a depth of -5 mm ventral to bregma. For

infusions made to the DLS, the same procedure was carried out, but at the coordinates of +1.5

mm anterior and +/-3 mm lateral to bregma. Target regions were infused with 2 ul of infusion

liquid (described below) at a rate of 0.5 ul/min. Following infusion, needles were allowed to

continue to sit for one minute before removal to wait for pressure equalization, reducing

backflow.
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We used DERM-SAP, a complex of dermorphin (a mu-opioid receptor agonist)

congugated to saporin (a cytotoxin), to selectively ablate patch compartment neurons. Infusions

consisted of 17 ng/ul DERM-SAP in sterile artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF). For animals that

received DMS infusions, 17 out of 31 animals received DERM-SAP infusions. For animals that

received DLS infusions, 13 out of 27 animals received DERM-SAP infusions. All other animals

of both the DMS and DLS groups received vehicle-only infusions of either empty aCSF or

unconjugated saporin in aCSF.

Jugular Catheterization

All animals underwent jugular catheterization surgery after given 3-14 days to recover from

intracranial infusions. Catheterization surgery entailed insertion of a drug delivery catheter into

the right jugular vein (or left jugular vein, if necessitated by animal’s individual anatomy) which

would be securely sutured and connected to a subcutaneous injection port/button placed on the

animal’s upper back. Animals were anesthetized with isofluorine gas during the procedure and

were given 1ml per 1kg body weight of 0.4 mg/mL sustained-release meloxicam as an analgesic

via subcutaneous injection. Animals were also given 0.53 ml/kg of 240 mg/ml bactrim

suspension orally twice daily for five days following surgery. Catheters were tested for patency

using .2 ml of .9 mg/ml xylazine in saline and were flushed daily with heparinized sailne as

described previously in order to maintain patency.
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Behavioral Training

All animals were given at least 1 day to recover from jugular catheterization before

beginning lever-press training. Training consists of daily one-hour sessions spent in testing

chambers. Chambers are equipped with drug delivery tubing that mates with the rats’ injection

buttons, retractable reward levers, food (sucrose) pellet dispensers, and indicator lights and

audible tones for signaling for the presence of reward.

The training schedule is as follows:

Day 1 consisted of habitation. Rats spent the one-hour session in an inert testing chamber

with only the chamber light activated. Several sucrose pellets were placed in the pellet trough for

the rat to investigate.

Days 2-3 consisted of automatic pellet training. The chambers were set to dispense one

sucrose pellet every 90 seconds for the hour-long duration of the session. Pellet dispensal was

accompanied by reward light and tone cues.

Days 4-5 consisted of pellet self-administration training, where rats were given the

opportunity to lever-press to receive one sucrose pellet, with a 30 second refractory period

between pellet dispensals, for a maximum of 50 pellets dispensed. Reward light and tone cues

were active when a pellet reward is available and were deactivated during refractory periods.

Days 6-7 consisted of “shaping” training, where rats had the opportunity to lever-press to

receive both a sucrose pellet and a cocaine infusion. Each cocaine infusion consisted of 0.4

mg/kg body weight HCl-cocaine in sterile saline. Parameters for reward dispensal maintained the

30 second refractory period and the maximum of 50 rewards dispensed.
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Days 8-17 consisted of fixed ratio (FR) training days, where rats had the opportunity to

lever-press for cocaine infusions only. The FR started at 1 and increase by 1 every two days,

necessitating more lever presses before each reward dispensal. That is, on days 8 and 9, one lever

press was required for a cocaine reward, and on days 10 and 11, two lever presses were required

for a cocaine reward, etc. Parameters for cocaine dose and reward conditions were as previously

described. Training ended after two days of FR5 was completed.

Immediately after the final day of training, all animals were sacrificed and their brains

were harvested and flash-frozen with 2-methylbutane chilled with dry ice.

Immunohistochemistry

Rat brains were kept frozen at -80oC, until they were sectioned at 10nm onto microscope

slides and stored at -80oC or -20oC.

Prior to primary antibodies, slides were blocked in either 10% bovine serum albumin

(BSA) or 10% non-fat milk. Antibodies were diluted in 5% BSA or non-fat milk, whichever was

used for blocking.

Slides of striatum sections from each animal were incubated with rabbit anti-MOR

primary antibodies or rabbit anti-CFOS primary antibodies from Abcam. Slides of pre-frontal

cortex (PFC) sections were incubated with rabbit anti-CFOS primary antibodies. The secondary

antibody used for all slides was biotinylated goat anti-rabbit purified in goat.

Following secondary antibody incubation, slides were treated with VECTASTAIN Elite

ABC (Avidin-biotin complex) HRP (horseradish peroxidase) Kit, and then developed with

VECTOR DAB Substrate Kit (HRP) with Nickel.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

Behavioral Training

Data collected from the animal behavioral training consisted of two primary elements: the

recorded number of lever-presses performed by the animal, and the number of dispensed rewards.

For both these data sets, the mean was taken among rats that had received the same infusion

treatment with the standard error being calculated the typical method of (StndDev / n1/2).

The mean number of recorded lever presses for each experimental group of rats is shown

in Figure 5 and Table 1. Rats that received DERM-SAP infusions in the DMS performed the

highest number of lever-presses starting from the Shaping phase and continuing through FR3. On

one of these phases, FR1, the standard error bounds for the DERM-SAP DMS group do not

overlap the error bounds of any other group, suggesting statistical significance. By the end of the

study, DERM-SAP DMS rats were overtaken by every other group,. Excluding the DERM-SAP

DMS group’s exceptional performance during FR1, no group performed outside the error bounds

of all other groups in the rest of the study.

The mean number of rewards dispensed for each experimental group is shown in

Figure 6 and Table 2. Rats that received DERM-SAP infusions in the DMS earned the highest

number of rewards from the Shaping phase up through FR3, as expected from their high

performance during this time. This is followed by a faster decrease in rewards dispensed

compared to other groups, and by FR5 all other groups received more rewards than DERM-

SAP DMS rats.
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Figure 5. Average recorded lever presses.

Original Image. Average number of lever presses during each stage separated by treatment type.
An increasing willingness to perform lever-presses despite a decreasing number of rewards is
characteristic of formation of inflexible behaviors. Note the increase in the performance of the
DLS DERM-SAP group (solid triangles) in the early stages, which is overtaken by the other

groups in the later stages of the experiment.

Table 1. Average recorded lever presses.
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Figure 6. Average number of rewards dispensed.

Original Image. Average number of rewards dispensed during each stage separated by treatment
type, which shows how the ramping FR schedule results in a decreasing number of rewards

dispensed.

Table 2. Average number of rewards dispensed.
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Immunohistochemistry

Mu-opioid staining revealed that DERM-SAP infusions resulted in a marked decrease in

the number of patch compartments when compared to vehicle-only infusions (See Figure 7).

There was a nearly 10-fold reduction in the number of DLS patches when when comparing

animals were infused with DERM-SAP in the DLS rather to animals receiving vehicle-only in

the DLS. The difference in DMS patches between DERM-SAP in DMS and vehicle-only in

DMS is even more pronounced.

Figure 7. Mu-opioid immunohistochemistry.

Original Image. Average number of visible patch bodies per hemisphere following mu-opiod
receptor (MOR) staining, separated by infusion type.

On the other hand, c-fos staining revealed no immediately apparent differences between

number of observed c-fos particles per hemisphere between vehicle-only and DERM-SAP

groups, regardless of the location of the injection (See Figure 8). We also analyzed the average
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ratio of particles observed in both striatal regions to the particles observed in the pre-limbic

cortex, grouping the data by individual animals, which may display a reduction in the Striatum-

to- PLC ratio in some regions between the vehicle-only animals and DERM-SAP animals (See

Figure 9).

Figure 8. Average number of c-fos particles by region.

Original Image. Average number of c-fos particles per hemisphere separated by infusion type.
Counts were generated using Fiji image processing software, based on 500x500 pixel samples
taken from each imaged PLC region and on 400x400 pixel samples taken from each imaged

striatum region.
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Figure 9. Average ratio of c-fos particles in striatum to PLC.

Original Image. Average ratio of the number c-fos particles in a striatum region (DLS or DMS)
to the number of c-fos particles in the PLC, as calculated for each individual animal.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

Behavioral Training
In a ramping FR schedule when dealing with drug-induced inflexible behavior

development, it is typical to observe an increasing amount of drug-seeking behavior despite a

decreasing number of rewards dispensed. These trends are captured in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

DERM-SAP infusions into the DMS resulted in heightened reward-seeking behavior

during four out of the first five stages of the behavioral study, following which these animals

quickly fell behind the other groups. This may indicate that the effects of this particular infusion

were limited to early-stage learning and habituation. This seems to support the model that the

DMS is more involved in early-stage learning than the DLS is. It also seems to lend support to

the parallel model of behavioral learning (See Figure 3) in that the ablation of patch DMS cells

may have revealed the underlying activity of the DLS, thereby increasing repetitive behavior. In

the parallel model of behavioral learning, the DMS is also thought to transition from interfering

with early-stage learning to becoming supportive of late-stage learning during habitual behavior

generation. This would provide a possible explanation for the observed plateauing of the DERM-

SAP DMS group’s lever-pressing behavior during the final three stages of the training program;

without the DMS’s complimentary activity during the early-to-late learning transition, these

animals fell behind the other groups.

However, the effect of DERM-SAP infusions into the DLS was not as pronounced, with

members of this group performing both above and below the vehicle-only groups on certain

stages of the study. Based on previous prsychostimulant studies (Murray et al. 2014; Balleine,

Liljeholm, and Ostlund 2009; Bergstrom et al. 2018; Yin and Knowlton 2006) we would expect
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that ablation of DLS patch cells would interfere with late-term development of stereotypy. It may

be possible that this study was not conducted for a long enough duration of time for these results

to become apparent for the development of late-term stereotypy in regards to the drug cocaine,

specifically.

The two vehicle-only infusion groups performed consistently, with only two stages where

the difference in their average numbers of lever-presses exceeded the error bounds and no stages

where the difference in their average number of dispensed rewards exceeded the error bounds.

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry of sacrificed rat brains reveals that the DERM-SAP infusions

were significantly effective in reducing the number of patch compartments when compared to

vehicle-only infusions. Additionally, it can be noted that the location of the DERM-SAP infusion

(either DLS or DMS) seemed to confer a more than two-fold difference in the number of patch

compartments visible in the location that did not receive the infusion. This suggests that the

effects of the infusion were localized to the targeted striatal region.

We were unable to measure any readily apparent differences in neuronal activation via c-

fos expression in total number of particles observed. There may have been a decrease in the ratio

of particles observed between the striatum and the pre-limbic cortex in animals that received

DERM-SAP infusions. c-fos staining may not be an effective measure of neuronal activation due

to cocaine use.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

This study fills a gap in the current literature by isolating the role of the DMS patch

compartment in the development of psychostimulant-related addiction, particularly in regards to

the drug cocaine. Whereas initially we hypothesized that the ablation of the DMS patch

compartment would result in a reduction of early-stage stereotypy, our study reveals that the

opposite occurs. It appears that reduction of the limbic, goal-oriented inputs that are thought to

be associated with the DMS has revealed the underlying activity of the DLS patch compartment,

which is normally not predominant in the early stage. The data presented by this study seems to

support the parallel model of behavioral learning, where both the DMS and DLS have some level

of activity during early and late stages.

Our mu-opiod receptor immunohistochemistry assay shows that we successfully abalated

patch cells in the targeted striatal regions, which suggests that the changes in behavior we

observed in animals that received DERM-SAP infusions were due to the absence of patch cells

in the striatum.

Regarding our c-fos staining results, it is important to note that we were unable to

distinguish the number of c-fos particles in the patch or matrix of the striatum. This means that

an overall increase of matrix activation may have been masked by the ablation of patch cells,

since the absence of these neurons would reduce the total number of particles observed. Our

study may also not have been long enough to capture differences in c-fos accumulation due to

cocaine use, or c-fos may simply be less useful as a measure of neuronal activation due to

cocaine use, specifically.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Due to the difficulty in working with a large number of animals over lengthy behavioral

experiments, this study has limitations that may be resolved with future investigations.

Our study only used male rats, excluding females. The total length of the behavioral

training only encompassed 17 days, which may not have been enough time to reveal the longer-

term development of cocaine-induced stereotypy. Our study was also limited in the number of

rats we could reasonably process simultaneously, due to a limited number of testing chambers.

Resolving any of these limitations in future studies may result in a clearer presentation of data.

Our study also may not have fully captured the length of time required to see the full

transition from early-stage to late-stage addiction arising from cocaine use. Our 17-day

behavioral training protocol is based on well-established studies that used methamphetamine

instead of cocaine. While both drugs are psychostimulants, methamphetamine is generally

considered to have greater reward-stimulating properties, which may cause cocaine-based

investigations to require a longer study period to generate analogous results.

Future studies may also take advantage of developing technologies such as optogenetics,

DREADDs, or electrode microarrays to leverage a greater degree of control in measuring or

inducing patch/matrix activity during behavioral training meant to induce stereotypy. The

method of ablation of specific neurons can only demonstrate the effect of the lack of these

neurons, and cannot investigate if excitement of these neurons results in novel outcomes. These

new techniques may also reduce dependency on brain tissue immunostaining to confirm changes

in brain activity.
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